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For more than a century Newcomb Spring has proudly 

manufactured the highest quality springs, stampings and

wire forms. We are proud of our reputation as one of

North America’s largest and most advanced metal form

manufacturers, and are dedicated to producing precision

parts that meet the highest levels of accuracy and 

repeatability. The experienced Newcomb Spring team is

dedicated to excellence and committed to customer 

satisfaction. We are ready to  design assistance and

help you receive the parts you need at the best possible

prices. We serve customers in North America, Central

America, South America, Europe, India, Asia and beyond

from our network of facilities throughout the United

States and Canada.

Customers often look to Newcomb Spring to produce 

extremely complex and unique parts, and for precise 

orders with fast turnaround requirements. We  some

of the most accurate production processes and advanced

manufacturing technologies in the industry, and are ready

to put our expertise to work for you. 
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Newcomb Spring produces custom components from virtually any

type of material – including standard, semi-precious and precious 

metals. Our advanced manufacturing processes reduce waste and 

increase part compliance, allowing Newcomb to produce parts using

extremely rare materials at some of the industry’s best prices. With

state-of-the-art equipment, the latest quality control technologies and

the experience of one of North America’s largest metal forming 

companies, Newcomb Spring can  our clients an incredible array

of material options.

We often work with customers to help evaluate which materials best

 their needs. Our experienced team can advise on stress limitations,

special tolerances and environmental concerns that can ect the

functionality of springs and forms, helping customers determine the

best metal for their needs. 

Custom Manufacturing 

Newcomb Spring’s parts are custom-manufactured to

meet your spe  Our experienced team can 

review your design and provide information about part

function and material considerations.  

Our plants are equipped with advanced manufacturing

machinery and technologies that extend well beyond

standard metal forming equipment. With more than a

century of experience, Newcomb Spring recognizes the

value of innovation and utilizes cutting-edge solutions to

solve the toughest manufacturing challenges. 

Newcomb Spring has built an entire Research and Development 

department for unique orders that require customized tooling 

or a non-standard approach. If the equipment to e ently and 

cost-e ectively manufacture your part does not exist, our R&D

Our proprietary equipment designs include some of the 

industry’s most progressive forming machinery and quality 

control systems. By combining imaging and forming technologies

with real-time data reporting, we can provide some of the 

indutry’s best manufacturing processes. Our production 

capabilities are constantly improving, helping us produce parts rapidly,
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EXTENSION SPRINGS 
Extension springs are designed to absorb and store energy by creating a 

resistance to a pulling force. All coils are active in an extension spring, and it is

the initial tension that holds the coils together tightly. Our production 

capabilities for these springs meet almost any customer need, from a standard

cross center hook, to a special purpose extension spring used on oven doors with

extended hook ends.

As with all Newcomb Spring parts, we o  state-of-the-art production 

capabilities for the manufacturing of extension springs, and all of our processes

are customized to comply with your  While extension springs are

usually produced using round wire because it is the most adaptable to standard

coiler tooling, Newcomb Spring can also produce parts out of square,

rectangular and special section wire.

Spring ends can be produced to vary in distance from the spring body. 

Newcomb Spring produced extension spring ends include: 

Standard Machine Ends Extended Twist Loops Draw Bars

Cross Loops Hooks Swivel Hooks

Expanded Eyes Reduced Eyes Threaded Inserts

Rectangular Ends Teardrop-Shaped V-Hooks

Compression springs are designed to create resistance to a compressive force. Newcomb Spring uses the latest quality control

technologies to monitor and control the length of these coil springs during the manufacturing process, maintaining strict 

We frequently produce compression springs using round wire, square wire,

rectangular wire and special section wire. As the entire Newcomb Spring 

manufacturing process is customized, parts can be produced to meet 

virtually any need. 

Compression spring ends are often ground to meet space requirements and

to allow the spring to sit squarely on the load-bearing surface. Grinding also 

increases the number of active coils and the wire diameter available in a given

volume of space, which can result in higher loads or lower stresses. 

Our facilities r a wide variety of grinding equipment, from 

hand-operated tools to automatic, high-speed vertical spindle disc

grinders, so your parts are produced y

and at the lowest prices possible.   

Material size range
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Newcomb Spring is capable of manufacturing parts using virtually any material, although we typically produce
 springs and metal stampings from continuous coil material. The most frequently chosen coil materials are
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BATTERY
CONTACT SPRINGS 
Newcomb Spring produces battery contact springs from 

continuous coil materials as well as strip metal. Although we

most often use round and rectangular wire, our e cient 

manufacturing equipment also can form square and special 

section wire.

Using state-of-the-art machinery, Newcomb Spring can produce

an i ite variety of battery contact spring sizes and shapes,

While Newcomb Spring facilities maintain an inventory of wire

specially formulated for battery springs, other sizes and materials

can also be supplied domestically, allowing us to quickly respond

to your prototype and production requirements. In addition to

our stock nickel-plated carbon steel wire, we often produce 

battery contacts using copper alloys, carbon steel and precious

metals including silver and gold. Newcomb Spring uses highly

precise production processes which allow us to reduce waste and

produce competitively priced parts using rare metals.

Factory-stocked material
.020 inch (.5mm) and .024 inch (.6mm) nickel-plated 
carbon steel spring wire

Newcomb Spring custom manufactures wire forms on a variety of 

equipment including CNC machines, four-slide machines, multi-slide machines

and verti-slide machines. Our facilities are equipped with the latest metal forming

technologies which allow us to produce extremely intricate parts, often without

the need for special tooling or manual  We use modern machinery and

state-of-the-art technologies to quickly produce very precise orders.

Modern CNC forming machinery allows for fast wire form prototype production and

easier design updates. Rapid prototypes provide the opportunity to  spatial

requirements are met, and can avoid costly design errors.

Our wire forms are used in a diverse variety of installations and 

applications, from mission criticial parts to compontents that 

undergo rigorous, daily use. We produce durable, reliable parts

that provide dependable performance and long lifespans.
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Newcomb Spring produces a variety of hooks, hangers and shaped rings to meet customer requirements. Our processes

We produce hooks, paint hooks and spring hooks using high-speed forming machinery that can bend wire up to 

0.625-inches in diameter. Our engineers can advise on a hook’s width,  and wire diameter based on your needs

and  requirements. W e most customers request V-shaped ends for paint hooks, a  Newcomb Spring hooks

can be produced with an array of ends types, which can vary in design based on your needs.

Newcomb Spring shaped rings are often used as energy-storing devices,

MICRO SPRINGS 
Newcomb Spring uses state-of-the-art equipment and 

advanced quality systems to manufacture our micro

springs. Our operations and processes are designed to 

deliver the highest quality parts at low prices.

Newcomb Spring’s micro components include micro 

compression, extension and torsion springs, as well as

wire forms and stampings that fall in the micro-size range.

Parts are produced in a variety of shapes and lengths using

round, square, rectangular and special section wire, as

well as  and strip material. With a wide range of 

material types, from standard spring steel to precious 

metals such as silver, gold and platinum, we custom 

produce our micro parts to meet your order speci cations.

Our micro springs are utilized in a variety of unique, 

specialized and mission-critical applications, from medical

to aerospace. Our team understand the importance of 

performance and dependability with these precision parts,

and is a recognized leader in quality veri cation. 

We o  advanced part testing and compliance reporting

to meet the strictest order speci cations, and are ready

to put our expertise to work for you. 

With a variety of secondary operations, from specialty

packaging to electroplating for clear part identi cation,

Newcomb Spring works to make our parts easy to use in

your products.

Newcomb facilities manufacture:

• Micro Compression Springs

• Micro Extension Springs

• Micro Torsion Spring 

• Other Custom Micro-Sized Parts
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Newcomb Spring produces magazine springs, as well as magazine

catch springs, for a variety of applications and for many mission-critical

functions. We utilize high-speed equipment to rapidly produce 

magazine springs with strict compliance to spe .

Our precise operations and advanced quality control testing allow 

Newcomb Spring parts to meet even the most demanding requirements.

Newcomb Spring is compliant with a variety of quality systems used by

the earms industry, and we maintain ISO, ITAR, DDTC, SAM and a 

Many of our magazine springs undergo secondary processes, such as

heat-treating, shot peening and stress relieving, to improve part 

lifespan and performance. Customers often select special packaging

for magazine spring orders, including options that prevent damage and

make our parts easy to put into your products. 

Newcomb Spring is built on a foundation of traditional

business values – goals and ideals which we continue to

honor today. With a manufacturing history that began in

the 1890’s, Newcomb Spring’s mission is to produce the

highest quality metal parts while o ng personalized

customer service. We continue to operate as a family run

business, with four generations of the Jacobson family

proudly leading the company.

Newcomb Spring Corp. founder, George

L.C. Jacobson, built a business that

customers trusted to deliver high-quality

parts on time and for a competitive

price. He valued new ideas and

manufacturing advancements, and his

innovative spirit continues to be felt

today. While running Newcomb Spring,

he helped create the Association of

Spring Manufacturers (now known as

the Spring Manufacturers Institute, or SMI), of which

Newcomb Spring is a charter member. 

The Jacobson family continues to lead Newcomb Spring,

and has expanded the organization’s capabilities while

maintaining its position as an industry leader. With 

state-of-art technologies, advanced equipment, in-house

R&D and a network of facilities, Newcomb Spring 

continues to be one of the largest and most sophisticated

metal forming companies in North America. 

Newcomb Spring o  an unmatched combination 

of experience, service and technology to the spring,

stamping and wire form manufacturing industry. 

It’s how we “Form the Future.”Material size range
.007 inches to .187 Inches in diameter
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